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1. Introduction 
 
The geological disposal of high level waste (HLW) 

is designed to isolate the radioactive materials from 
human being until the radionuclides decay [1]. The 
principal of engineered barrier system (EBS) was 
suggested for this reason, and EBS is composed of a 
disposal canister with packed spent fuel, a buffer 
material, backfill material, and near field rock mass 
(Fig. 1). The role of a buffer material is very 
important to guarantee the disposal safety of HLW, 
and play a role to protect the waste and canister 
against any external mechanical impact. In terms of 
dry unit weight, its value should be higher at least 

1600 kg/  in order to satisfy the performance 

criteria [2], and it is necessary to investigate dry 
density of buffer material exactly. Therefore, this 
paper analyzed the method for investigating dry unit 
weight of cylindrical bentonite buffer block.   

 
2. Experimental Setup 

 
2.1 Theoretical background 

 

 

Fig. 1. Concept of engineered barrier system. 

The diameter of cylindrical bentonite block was 
30cm, and height was 40mm. Three samples were 
prepared and water dried for 48 hours in the oven. 
The relationship between dry unit weight ( d ) and 

moist unit weight ( t ) is like Eq. (1).  
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Here, Vt means total volume of bentonite block, Ws is 
weight of dried bentonite block,  is water content, 
and Ww is weight of water.  

 
2.2 Results and Discussion 
 

Table 1 shows the moist unit weight and dry unit 
weight for three bentonite block samples. Initial 
moist unit weight was obtained by dividing weight 
by volume. Initial volume was measured with vernier 
caliper. Calculated dry unit weight was obtained by 
Eq. (1) with initial moist unit weight and water 
content. Also, measured value of dry unit weight was 
obtained with dried weight and volume. Dried 
volume was also measured with vernier caliper after 
48 hours in the oven. Measured value showed 3~5% 
higher than calculated one.  

In real geological disposal system, bentonite buffer 
block is confined with rock mass and backfill 
materials, and it is thought that volume change may 
not occur according to temperature and water content 
variation. Therefore, it is more accurate to use 
calculated value in order to obtain dry unit weight of 
benotonite buffer material, not measured value after 
drying in the oven.  

 
3. Conclusion 

 
This paper investigated methods to obtain dry unit 

weight for bentonite buffer material which is a very 
important component in the EBS system for the 
geological disposal of HLW. Three different 
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Table 1. Results of dry unit weight value  

 
Calculated value from Eq. 

(1) 
Measured value Note 

Dry unit weight, d 

(kg/cm ) 

1,769 1,821 Initial t=1,952 

1,714 1,802 Initial t=1,917 

1,684 1,768 Initial t=1,903 

 
cylindrical sample of bentonite buffer block were 
prepared. Dry unit weight was valued from two 
different methods. One method describes that dry 
unit weight was obtained from Eq. (1) with water 
content and initial moist unit weight. The other 
method is that dry unit weight can be obtained by 
measuring dried volume and weight. Measured value 
showed 3~5% higher than calculated one. Since 
bentonite buffer block is confined with rock mass 
and backfill materials in the real disposal condition, 
volume change may not occur according to 
temperature and water content variation. Therefore, it 
might be more accurate to use calculated value in 
order to obtain dry unit weight of benotonite buffer 
material, not measured value after drying in the oven. 
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